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„„Alone we can do so little, together we can do so much””
(Helen Keller)

Preface
The Disability-friendly Workplace Award was introduced in 2010 by Salva Vita Foundation
with the aim of supporting the encounter of disabled job seekers with employers who
are open and ready to employ them.
The Ministry of Human Resources, the American Chamber of Commerce in Hungary,
the EFQM Hungarian Partner and the Salva Vita Foundation grants the award jointly to
employers who meet the tender criteria.
Employers are eligible to the award and to the logo usage if they are committed to
continuously develop their practices related to the recruitment, employment and
retention of disabled people. Our goal is to honor the actions already taken and to
encourage companies to take further steps, through which we can get to a wider
attitude change within the company and within the whole society as well. The award
by means of the Disability-friendly Workplace logo expresses the commitment of a
certain company towards disability employment, makes this commitment transparent
to others and supports the encounter of the different parties.
Employers using the Disability-friendly Workplace logo are assessed based on the
concept of the European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) Excellence
Model.
The document below summarizes the commitments and best practices of 29
organizations who were given Disability-friendly Workplace awards in 2018.
The Disability-friendly Workplace program could not have been realized without the
support of the Ministry of Human Resources and the Equal Opportunities of Persons
with Disabilities Non-profit Ltd. (FSZK) which we hereby would like to thank them.
We would also like to thank all the companies participating in the program for the
relentless efforts they make day by day in order to render our society more and more
inclusive and accessible to
disabled people.
Salva Vita Foundation

ALKO-SOFT SZOLGÁLTATÓ NONPROFIT BT.
silver c ategory

The IT Services company provides support and different IT solutions to visually impaired clients to enhance
their work possibilities. Despite the low number of employees (6 FTE), 1/3 of them (2 FTE) are employees with
altered working capacity. To support the inclusion of these colleagues, the company organizes teambuilding
events annually. In addition, they provide all the tools and equipment necessary for accessible work. The
fact that the directing manager is affected, too, leads to a huge advantage when defining the positions that
could eventually be filled by visually
impaired employees. Considering their
Their first product, the Help Tech Braille display
services, it is worth mentioning that
the company developed an e-book
database of 16.200 items for visually
impaired people and they can access it
free of charge. In the near future their
plan is to organize awareness raising
trainings as part of their team building
activities and they would also like to
raise the number of items in their
digital library to 20.000.

Colleagues at Christmas teambuilding
event playing bowling

A visually impaired person is shown one
of the company´s products in the office

contact person
Bálint Dvarieczki – Managing director
d.balint@alkosoft.eu • 5/2 Hársfa Str., 2049 Diósd
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Aranykezek Association

(Aranykezek Egészségnevelő Közhasznú Egyesület)
bronzE c ategory

The association provides health services through programs, trainings and counselling activities to all
members of our society. In the course of the past two years they organized attitude and mindset trainings
for leaders and took part in several events with the participation and contribution of their visually impaired
masseur colleagues. In search of their new building, accessibility was an important aspect. Although at the
beginning the building was only partially accessible, during the reconstruction work they will definitely put
an emphasis on making it fully accessible to all disability groups. They involve volunteers and experience
professionals in this work, too.
At an event of the Family Care Center
of Debrecen

Massage room in the new building

contact person
Gyöngyi Szilágyiné Krizsó – Clerk
info.aranykezek@gmail.com • 49 Kard Str., 4033 Debrecen
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Auchan Retail Hungary
Golden c ategory in Service provided to disabled customers

One of the biggest commercial companies in Hungary, which employs more than 7000 people, among
which nearly 400 people live with changed working capacity. As one quarter of their disabled employees
are hearing-impaired, most of the actions the company initiated in 2017-2018 focus on providing accessible
solutions for these people during their work. They organized 11 workshops with the involvement of sign
language interpreters, and they invited the interpreters to several corporate events, as well. A bunch of
internal trainings (e.g safety trainings) are now available in sign language, too. Auchan puts an extensive effort
in serving disabled customers: they have introduced special shopping trolleys for them. Besides the trolleys
for children with Angelman Syndrome and the special trolley for physically impaired people, electric mopeds
have now been introduced and used in the hypermarkets, too. In the following two years the organization
intends to spread their good practices related to the employment of employees with changed working

Orsolya Hunyadi, employee nominated
for Role Model award

Special shopping trolley
in one of the hypermarkets of Auchan

capacity. They would like to organize events that aim the further inclusion of their disabled employees and
develop the training material from accessibility point of view. They also plan to make their online shopping
catalogues fully accessible to visually impaired customers and organize attitude trainings for management
members.
Their colleague, Orsolya Hunyadi received a Role Model award at the award ceremony in December 2018.
contact person
Rita Bócsi – CSR manager
r.bocsi@auchan.hu • 2-4 Sport Str., 2040 Budaörs
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Autó-Fort Ltd.
Bronze c ategory

The 189-employee company owns 5 car saloons in Budapest, among which 4 are fully accessible. At the time
of their application, they employed 4 colleagues with altered work capacity. Besides their employment, the
company supported, supports the wellbeing of these employees, as well. The enterprise cooperates with
NGO´s that help in the recruitment of this special group of people. After the selection of the future colleague,
they organize trainings (information sharing sessions) for his/her direct colleagues enhancing his/her inclusion
in the team. In 2018 the company organized a family day with the participation of disabled employees
where all employees could interact and through this experience the event had an attitude changing effect on
everyone. In the future they would like to raise the number of disabled employees working at the company.
To accomplish this goal, they will screen the positions available at the company and find the suitable tasks or
roles that could possibly be filled by employees with changed working capacity.

Autó-Fort colleagues upon receiving the Disability-friendly Workplace Award

contact person
Réka Herczenik – HR manager
herczenik.reka@carnet.hu • 66-72 Váci Rd., 1044 Budapest
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Borhy Palota kert Bt.
Silver c ategory

The horticulture located on the
Northern part of Budapest serves
as a place for trial work ever since it
was founded in 2003. Their target
group includes people (especially
youngsters)
with
mental
disorders. Colleagues normally
spend 2-4 hours per day at the
garden, and take part in several
activities, based on their skills and
Happy gardeners
competencies. As they can try a
lot of processes and tasks, they
can in the meantime get an insight into the spectrum of jobs suitable for them, therefore this employment
model is considered a role model for the future integration of people with disabilities. In August 2018, all
the employees of the horticulture participated in a mindset and attitude training, where colleagues not only
received useful information
on the target group but
could also experience the
everyday life characteristics
and challenges of disabled
people
in
simulated
situations. In the following
two years, they plan
to follow their current
practices, organize more
trainings and extend the
working hours of people on
trial days to achieve deeper
cooperation with them.
During work

contact person
Bernadett Borhy – Engineer, owner
info@borhykert.hu • 77 Régi Fóti Rd., 1152 Budapest
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BP Business Service Center
Silver c ategory

The shared service center clearly demonstrates a discrimination-free, inclusive approach during daily
operations and throughout the company processes, as well. They consider the employment of disabled
employees an issue of strategic importance - diversity and inclusion have deep and organic roots within
the BP corporate culture. A manifestation of this approach was the launch of the Employee Experience
& Diversity team, whose
members deal with diversity
issues full time. They are also
supported by the Accessibility
Business Resource Group
whose mission is to create an
accessible and inclusive work
environment for disabled
employees. The company
organized several events to
shape the attitude of the
colleagues. In March 2017 the
Autism Day, while in May 2018
the Diversity Day was held. An
attitude and mindset training
was introduced, conducted
Senzitizing exercices at the Diversity Day
by a visually impaired trainer,
available to all employees. In
order to catalyze the recruitment of people with changed working capacity, the company also underwent
a screening process, in which all their processes had been examined from accessibility point of view. Based
on the results of this audit, they intend to develop their recruitment processes, hire disabled employees
and introduce inclusion practices both in Budapest and Szeged. They also plan to implement a training
specifically for HR department and continue the organization of attitude changing activities, too.

contact person
Klaudia Cseh – Employee Experience & Diversity Lead
klaudia.cseh@ec1.bp.com •32-34 Soroksári Rd., 1095 Budapest
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Municipality of Csepel Human Services Directorate
(Budapest XXI. Kerület Csepel Önkormányzata
Humán Szolgáltatások Igazgatósága)
silver c ategory

The organization provides social support to local residents, especially those disadvantaged. By profile
they are open to different disability groups and try to adopt this approach in their employment practices.
During the last two years they actively dealt with integration questions: they have employed people
with disabilities and prepared the different organizational units for their arrival. For the latter purpose
they developed a training method for employees who are in regular contact with disabled colleagues.
The organization also implemented measures to render the building more accessible to a wider range of
clients and for eventual future employees. In the following two years their plan is to continue to make the
building accessible to physically impaired clients, as well; moreover, they would like to conduct awareness
raising workshops in local schools.

Tactile paving at the entrance
of the building

Empathy, collaboration, efficiency – sensitizing training with
the participation of family support workers

contact person
Ildikó Csontosné Gyergyói – Family care worker
gyergyoi.ildiko@hszi21.hu •54 Kiss János altábornagy Str., 1211 Budapest
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Social Institution of Csurgó
(Csurgói Városi Szociális Intézmény)
Bronze c ategory

At the Autumn Festival

Employees with changed working capacity
during the reconstruction of the garden

The institution in the short term reconstructed their building which then became fully accessible. The
renovation included the garden area, too, which then allowed them to produce vegetables. Employees
with changed working capacity took part in this reconstruction work. The workers participated in a cooking
contest at the Autumn Festival, where they used their own vegetables grown in their garden. Furthermore,
the organization also implemented an induction loop in their club room, to support hearing-impaired clients.
Future plans include the organization of attitude and mindset trainings, and social events (e.g. excursions)
with disabled employees. They would like to have an accessible website, as well.

contact person
Szilvia Zabundia – Institution manager
vszi@csurgo.hu • 3 Basakuti Str., 8840 Csurgó
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Eaton EMEA Business Service Center
Bronze c ategory

This global power management company operates a Business Service Center in Budapest, supporting various
businesses on different accounts. As a socially responsible company, working on sustainable solutions,
’Inclusion & Diversity’ is also part of the core values they’ve implemented in the whole organization. In the
last few years a pioneering model was applied at the company, which makes it possible for employees with
altered working capacity to test their abilities in different positions, executing diverse tasks. Then having
this experience under their
belts, they can apply for any
position at the company. Eaton
also organized a roundtable
discussion in July 2018, an
interactive conversation on the
topic of working with disabilities,
with actual participation of
colleagues with altered work
capacity. As confirmed by said
colleagues afterwards, this
occasion really helped every
parties involved to imagine
everyday life a bit more
Employees with changed working capacity
tell their colleagues about their lives at an event in July 2018
complexly, especially when
approaching their colleagues
with disabilities. The company in the next years would like to run intensive communication campaigns
internally and externally, to raise awareness and promote this employment program. Currently they are
making arrangements to extend their model to more disability groups, i.e. visually impaired people and
organize sensitivity trainings for all employees. They are also integrating their equal opportunities actions
into their HR policies.

contact person
Anita Szabó – Partner Relationship Manager
anitaszabo@eaton.com • 8-14 Nagyenyed Str., 1123 Budapest
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Eötvös Loránd University Bárczi Gusztáv
Faculty of Special Needs Education
Silver c ategory

The university believes in the power of diverse
communities, therefore the presence of teachers
who are disabled themselves is an important
aspect in the life of the institution. The Faculty
in 2017-2018 realized several commitments that
concentrate on a more efficient recruitment of
employees with changed working capacity. For
this purpose, the Faculty has collaborated with
nonprofit organizations, and with their support
they can now reach out to a wider range of
jobseekers. Also, they implemented measures
to make their webpage accessible to blind and
partially sighted people. Access to the content
in sign language is still in progress, but steps
have been taken towards this goal, as well. They
provided training possibilities for one of their
colleagues living with autism spectrum disorder,
in order to support his/her internal career. In
the future the institution would put further
energy in recruitment, would like to hire 3 more
disabled employees. Their plan is to educate
and raise awareness among other faculties
and universities, to encourage them to employ
people with disabilities.
Their colleague, Eszter Loványi received a
Role Model award at the award ceremony in
December 2018.

A conference at the Bárczi Gusztáv
Faculty of Special Needs Education

Colleagues of the Faculty after receiving
the Disability-friendly Workplace Award

contact person
Andrea Perlusz Phd – Vice-dean responsible for strategy and policy
perlusz@barczi.elte.hu • 3 Ecseri Rd., 1097 Budapest
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Fakultás FM Zrt.
Bronze c ategory

The company provides services in the
field of building hygiene, cleaning,
maintenance, gardening and security.
Environmental awareness and social
responsibility are important values they
always follow during their operational
activities. The primary goal of their
program was to increase the number of
employees with altered work capacity - in
order to reach this goal, they have mainly
focused on networking and building
relationships. They have contacted
several professional organizations and
established cooperation with them to
foster recruitment and employment
of disabled people. They took part in a
couple of job fairs. They pursue active
communication within the company,
too: in management meetings recent
updates on employees with changed
working capacity are always on the
agenda. Based on the monitoring
experiences, we can conclude that
disabled employees are satisfied with
their work environment, which they find
inclusive and accepting. The company
employs a so-called companion helper
who serves as a mediator between
management and operations, and is
visually impaired herself, too.

At a job fair in Nem Adom Fel café

Consultation at job fair

contact person
Rita Kun – Payroll assistant
munkaugy@fakultasfm.hu • 216/B Szentendrei Rd., 1031 Budapest
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Municipality of Ferencváros
(Budapest Főváros IX. Kerület Ferencváros Önkormányzata)
Bronze c ategory

The institution considers the social
support system important, therefore
puts much energy in maintaining the
social security of the residents and
supporting those in need. For years
they have been addressing questions
related to attitude and mindset change:
organize local programs through which
they present the lives of disabled
people; moreover, as an employer, they
seek to sensitize their own employees,
as well. Various local events have been
organized in the recent years, these
aim to reach attitude change among
the younger and older population,
too. Besides this, the institution holds
“Equal opportunities discussions” with
the participation of its own employees,
to prepare them for eventual situations
with disabled colleagues. Employees
also get regular advice on how to
interact with disabled clients during
their work. In the following period, the
institution intends to employ more
colleagues with disabilities, would like
to put together an equal opportunities
plan and organize an awareness
raising training for customer service
colleagues.

Attitude and mindset changing at a program for youngsters

Attitude and mindset changing program for local residents

contact person
Anna Oláh – Equal opportunities referent
olahanna@ferencvaros.hu • 14 Bakáts square, 1092 Budapest
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Flex
Silver c ategory

The Hungarian affiliate of the global company employed 13 disabled, hearing-impaired colleagues at
the time of the submission of their application for Disability-friendly Workplace Award. Due to the
characteristics of this employee group, during the last two years the company mainly focused on developing
infocommunicational accessibility at their premises. They invested in 20 smart watches, which provide
vibrating notifications and alerts to their
users that can be then tracked by
hearing-impaired people in times of
fire alarm or emergency situations.
They also initiated steps towards the
implementation of “S-kontakt” service
(a video remote interpreting service)
which can support hearing-impaired
employees during meetings and other
discussions with colleagues. They would
like to implement it in the following two
years. In order to widen the spectrum
of their employees, they established
cooperation with several organizations
which can in the future give support
to them in recruitment and integration
questions. Their aim is to increase the
number of disabled employees by
Smartwatch helps to maintain safety
at work for hearing-impaired employees
5 people/year.

contact person
Edina Libus – HR Generalist
edina.libus@flex.hu • 5-37 Hangár Str., 1183 Budapest
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Gallus Group
Golden c ategory in Inclusive work environment

The poultry farming company have employed colleagues with changed working capacity for years now and
treats the issue with priority. As per their commitment, they created an equal opportunities plan, including
all the important aspects and guidelines related to the employment of people with altered work capacity.
They consider the plan a tool to explicitly express their commitment towards equal opportunities issues
and it turned out to be a good way to do that, as colleagues all know about it and accept the information
included in it. One important element in their plan is the specific integration program they implemented
and adapt every time a new colleague joins their team: they try to find the
set of tasks that can be executed by the person given his/her skills and
competencies. The company also organized awareness raising trainings for
group management members (17 people). In the long term, they would
like to go on with the employment of disabled employees. They organize
competency development trainings for their leaders and try to share the
employment experiences they have at conferences, events or other forums.

Management attitude training

Professionalism through generations – Péter
Szabó, István Szabó and Ákos Szabó owners

contact person
Ervin László – HR manager
hr@taravis.hu • 1 Levente telep, 8460 Devecser
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Havi Logistics Ltd.
Silver c ategory

The company provides logistics services to its partners. At the end of 2018, they employed 6 people with
disabilities (5.17% of the total FTE), exceeding the mandatory quota. All the disabled colleagues have some
kind of hearing impairment, which during the last years has forced the company to find solutions on how
to secure their work environment as much as possible. They use visual-based communication whenever
it is possible. The company has supported several colleagues to learn sign language and attend courses.
A core part of their onboarding
process is to prepare future
colleagues on how to interact
with deaf or hearing-impaired
employees. Visual alerts are used
everywhere in the warehouse.
They are very enthusiastic about
sharing their best practices with
other companies, so every time
they get in touch with a new
partner, they always present
their rehabilitation employment
model, and even show them
the work areas where these
colleagues spend their days. In
2019-2020 the company intends
We are different, still alike!
to focus on organizing attitude
and mindset trainings for the
direct colleagues of people with disabilities. They would like to make training materials accessible from
infocommunicational point of view. They continue to cover the costs of sign language courses for at least
3 further colleagues.
Their colleague, Bálint Müller received a Role Model award at the award ceremony in December 2018.

contact person
Bernadett Andrási – HR & office assistant
bernadett.andrasi@havi.com • 30 Bem József Str., 2360 Gyál
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Horvát Service Ltd.
Silver c ategory

The main activity of the company is
the general cleaning of buildings and
institutions. They employed 10 people
with changed working capacity at the
end of year 2018, making up 8,54% of
their total employee number. Besides
the actual employment, Horvát
Service Ltd. got involved in a lot of CSR
activities, as well. Both in 2017 and
2018 the colleagues participated at
the Gemma running race supporting
children living with disabilities. As
part of their social responsibility, they
also offered their cleaning services
as charity to several institutions:
last year they went to the National
Institute for the Blind and did cleaning
free of charge. In order to deepen
the relationship between colleagues,
they organized several teambuilding
events, as well. Their plan is to further
increase the number of disabled
employees and involve all of them in
the Gemma running race program.
They would also like to add some
attitude changing program elements
to their teambuilding programs. Their
colleague, Ottó Lázok received a Role
Model award at the award ceremony
in December 2018.

At the Gemma running race

contact person
Linda Gulyás – Office assistant
info@horvatservice.hu • 167-169 Szentmihályi Str., 1152 Budapest
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II. Kerületi Városfejlesztő Zrt.
Golden c ategory in Accessibilit y

The company provides various
services to local residents
living in the II. district of
Budapest and operates a
customer service office where
people with changed working
capacity are employed. The
enterprise gives them as
much support as possible to
enhance their integration,
related to issues, such as
accessibility. In addition,
the company also embraces
several nonprofit initiatives
in the district and establishes
collaborations with NGO´s.
Within the framework of one
of these collaborations, they
received disabled students
Dr. Krisztián Tas and Róbert Soós during the award ceremony
for trial work and career
orientation programs. At the
event called „Kerület Napja”, one of the NGO´s was invited by the company and their task was to change
attitude through showing visitors how a workshop employing disabled workers look like in practice (they
repaired bicycles of the visitors, etc.). During 2019-2020 the enterprise will mainly focus on the external
communication of their best practices: they would like to engage other employers, especially local authorities
and government institutions to employ people with altered capacity to work. They want to share their good
experiences to others who might only need some encouragement to follow their example.
Their colleague, Miksa Laáber received a Role Model award at the award ceremony in December 2018.

contact person
Dr. Krisztián Tas – Director
tas.krisztian@vf2.hu • 15/A Keleti Károly Str., 1024 Budapest
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Iron Mountain Hungary Ltd.
Silver c ategory

The company deals with document management, data handling and storage activities; and is considered a
leader in this field. During the past two years they took significant steps towards flexible worktime scheduling,
defining several positions which can be filled in in a part-time schedule, too. Previously they had only had fulltime positions, what they wanted to achieve, though, was to be able to employ people who have all the skillset
required for a certain position, but who might not be able to work full-time. In 2017-2018 the company also
organized three teambuilding events, completely accessible to everyone, therefore every employee could
join these programs (sport programs included, too). Just like in the past, they now also reviewed and updated
all their corporate documents, regulations and procedures, to be in line with the current legal requirements.
Iron Mountain in the future would like to employ 5 more colleagues with disabilities. In order to make it
possible, they are open to create other part-time positions and to introduce the flexible worktime schedule.
They intend to organize 2 more attitude trainings and 2 more teambuilding activities, as well.
Teambuilding event for the employees

contact person
Janka Mladin – HR coordinator
janka.mladin@emea.ironmountain.com • 10 Czuczor Str., 1093 Budapest
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Mosonmagyaróvár Child Care and Family Service Center
(Mosonmagyaróvári Család- és Gyermekjóléti Központ)
Silver c ategory

The family support center provides social services including psychological and mental hygiene help to
families and children. At the time of application, they employed two people with changed working capacity
which prompted the organization to initiate and organize attitude and mindset trainings for managers and
other colleagues. The training was delivered and had a significant impact on the participants. The institution
also determined goals related to accessibility, and as a first step they started to render the washrooms
accessible. The first step was followed by others, as a result of which the washrooms were finally made fully
accessible and a tactile paving was built, as well. In the next period they would like to continue the training
and development of colleagues in disability questions. They will go on with the organization of trips and freetime activities, which they think is a good way to change attitudes and mindsets. They also plan to conduct
attitude trainings in schools and institutions for members of the younger generations.
Boat trip organized for visually impaired people

Excursion to Fertőd with visually impaired people

contact person
Noémi Stencinger – Institution manager
stencinger.noemi@szocmkt.hu • 10 Vasutas Str., 9200 Mosonmagyaróvár
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Nádland Ltd.
Silver c ategory

Nádland Ltd. is a home improvement, garden and DIY supplies retail company that employed two people with
changed working capacity at the time of their application for the award. The company believes in and puts a
lot of energy in environmental protection and awareness raising; moreover, daily operations are dominated
by a merely human approach. Besides the employment of disabled employees, they have also concentrated
on shaping the attitude of management and modify the physical work environment appropriately when
needed. In the last two years they made accessible the internal shopping areas. They shared and discussed
the experiences and best practices of other companies at management meetings, to learn from them and
to use them to their advantage. In the following period their plan is to organize a management workshop
where the employment of disabled people will be in focus. They will evaluate the experiences of disabled

Sustainability is a value inevitably
important in the company´s life

Receiving the Disability-friendly Workplace Award
on 3 December 2018

employees and use these as a basis for further improvement in employment questions. They will prepare
a video presenting their work done on the field and showcasing their activities in the Disability-friendly
Workplace program. They would also like to employ two more colleagues with changed working capacity in
call center and packaging positions.

contact person
József Lukács – Managing director
lukacs.jozsef@nadland.hu • 403 Bécsi Rd., 1037 Budapest
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Nolato Hungary Ltd.
Silver c ategory

The main business activity of the company is the development and production of injection moulded products
in plastic, including post-processing, assembly and logistic solutions. Being a company committed to the
employment of disabled employees, they have realized many different actions in all levels of employment.
In the last two years they increased the number of colleagues with changed working capacity, as a result
of which they could start a new
shift, where the manager is
visually impaired, too. 4 disabled
colleagues were given career
opportunities and could try
themselves in new work areas.
In order to build a tolerant work
environment, from time to time
they organize trainings to change
the attitude and mindset of the
colleagues. They communicate
about their programs through an
internal newsletter on a regular
basis, often involving employees
Department of employees with changed working capacity
with changed working capacity
in the factory of Nolato Hungary Ltd.
as interviewees. They cooperate
with several nonprofit organizations that support them in recruitment. They also focus on accessibility issues
and try to build a physical work environment suitable for all employee groups. In the near future they would
like to attract 2 more employees with disabilities to work at Nolato. They will offer services like psychological
counselling, conflict management trainings, teambuilding and sensitizing trainings to employees. Accessible
communication tools will also be provided to employees with changed working capacity.
Their colleague, Róbert Horváth received a Role Model award at the award ceremony in December 2018.

contact person
Ildikó Kovács – HR director
Ildiko.kovacs@nolato.com • 3 Jánossomorjai Str., 9200 Mosonmagyaróvár
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Óbuda Child Care and Family Service Center
(Óbudai Családi Tanácsadó és Gyermekvédelmi Központ)
Bronze c ategory

The aim of the organization is to give support
to residents of Óbuda-Békásmegyer who are
disadvantaged in society or in the work market.
Given their profile, the organization is open to
different disability groups, and tries to use this
open attitude during their own employment
practices, as well. In the short term they made
arrangements and preparation work for the
recruitment of people with changed working
capacity. They gathered information and
contacted several organizations. They installed
screen-reading programs on computers used
by clients to serve those who might have visual
impairment. As the building is completely
accessible, no further actions were necessary,
but all the information related to accessibility
and on how to access the building was shared
on their website. They fulfilled their shortterm goal of hiring the first employee with
disabilities. On the long run, they would
always like to prepare their colleagues for
the arrival of a disabled colleague, for this
purpose they have put together a training
package including information sharing and
sensitizing elements, too. They plan to make
their webpage accessible and they regularly
organize informal events and workshops for
the relatives of their disabled clients.

Ildikó Bleszkánné Kis institution manager receives
the Disability-friendly Workplace Award

The award at the entrance hall of the institution

contact person
Ildikó Bleszkánné Kis – Institution manager
bleszkan.ildiko@kszki.obuda.hu • 9-11 Váradi Sándor Str., 1035 Budapest
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Bronze c ategory

As a member of the Auchan Holding the company provides innovative financial products to its customers.
The commitments the company made in 2018 mainly focused on raising the number of employees with
altered work capacity which they accomplished successfully hiring one more colleague with disabilities.
As before last year they had not had
enough experience regarding the
recruitment and employment of
disabled people, in 2018 they also
turned to nonprofit organizations
for help. The one disabled
colleague they have is satisfied
with the company, feels included,
as concluded from our monitoring
experience. The company provides
home office and flexible work
possibilities which the colleague in
question finds a very positive aspect
as it supports employees´ work a lot.
In the following two years they plan
to hire two more colleagues with
disabilities. In order to enhance the
inclusive work environment, they
would also like to organize attitude
The joyful moment of receiving
the Disability-friendly Workplace Award
trainings for their employees.

contact person
Réka Ovádi – HR generalist
ovadi@oney.hu • 28 Tölgyfa Str., 1027 Budapest
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Philip Morris Hungary Ltd.
Bronze c ategory

As a leading tobacco company in Hungary Philip Morris Ltd. is committed to being a great employer,
with high social responsibility. The company also believes that inclusion and diversity are fundamental
for their business success, therefore their primary goal is to set up a strategy for the employment of
disabled employees and then introduce
employment practices that are in line
with this strategy behind. During the last
years the company has worked on several
internal principles and practices related
to antidiscrimination and integrity. Philip
Morris Hungary Ltd. does not accept any
kind of discrimination. When selecting
suppliers, the company always takes into
consideration equal opportunity aspects
and pursues to cooperate with vendors
who are committed or open to diversity
and disability issues. These values
provide a good basis for further actions.
As a first step on this road, Philip
Morris Hungary Ltd. has reviewed all
the prerequisites for employment. At the
company´s national business conference
The proud owners of the Disability-friendly Workplace Award
in 2018 organized for employees, the
company communicated its plans to
employ disabled colleagues in the future. In the following years the company plans to get through a screening
process in order to find employment possibilities within the company for people with changed working
capacity. They would like to initiate actions that support attitude change and recruitment (advertisement).
Philip Morris Hungary Ltd. also intends to communicate the award to other Philip Morris affiliates on cluster
and international level.

contact person
Norbert Takács – Manager Government Affairs-Corporate Affairs
norbert.takacs@pmi.com • 12 Kálvin square, 1085 Budapest
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Hungary Post
(Magyar Posta Zrt.)
Golden c ategory in Leadership and str ategy

Hungarian Post is responsible for the postal administration
of Hungary. Besides normal mail delivery, the company also
offers logistics, financial and marketing services. It employs
approximately 30.000 people, being one of the biggest
employers of the country. Starting from 2010 they have
systematically built up the employment and integration
processes for employees with changed working capacity and
the model is continuously reviewed and developed with the
Hungarian Post in the spirit of diversity
help of external experts. Between 2016-2018 the company
(child drawing)
mainly focused on the recruitment and integration of people
with autism, physical or visual impairment and they hired 3
employees belonging to any of these groups. They created
a knowledge base available to every employee, containing
information about disability (risk assessment, accessibility,
magazin
serving disabled customers, etc.). To support the initial phases,
they developed a process which helps define the safety and
accessibility aspects related to the employment of a disabled
person and they have been using this methodology since then.
They communicate the actions and improvements related to
the employment of colleagues with changed working capacity
in a magazine called “Postás”. The company plans to organize
sessions in 2019-2020 for disabled jobseekers to help them
Személyes képeslap
improve their competencies and their work situation. At the
egy kattintással
International Post Day, the company is going to handle awards
Már letölthető az új képeslapküldő
applikáció, a Sender!
in two new categories: “The disabled colleague of the year” and
“The leader of the year employing disabled colleagues”. They
The 2016 July edition of Postás magazine
also plan to build an Equal Opportunities Ambassador System,
supporting disadvantaged employees working at the company.
Their colleague, Julianna Tóth received a Role Model award at the award ceremony in December 2018. Erika
Geisler-Gárgyán was given another award titled “Munka-Társ”.

Postás
BIZTONSÁG
ÉS VILÁGSZÍNVONAL

2016. július

FONTOS, HOGY
MINDIG A LEGJOBB
MEGOLDÁST KERESSÜK
Interjú Majtényi Kálmán
vezérigazgató-helyettessel

JÖVŐRE NYÍLHATNAK
AZ ELSŐ POSTÁS
BÖLCSŐDÉK ÉS ÓVODÁK
Gyermekfelügyelettel
is segítjük a családokat
VEZETÉSTECHNIKAI
TRÉNING
Vészhelyzet-elkerülési
technikákat gyakoroltak
gépkocsivezetőink

A Magyar Posta dolgozóinak szakmai és közösségi lapja

contact person
Tünde Balázs-Pécsi – HR Strategic group leader
Pecsi.Tunde@posta.hu • 2-6 Dunavirág Str., 1138 Budapest
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Pusztaszabolcs Agricultural Company
(Pusztaszabolcsi Agrár Zrt.)
Bronze c ategory

The company mainly deals with the raising of dairy cattle. They have employed people with changed working
capacity since the beginning and the issue is handled with priority by management. The company has a lot
of good practices for the employment of disabled people. Customer service colleagues get training on how
to interact with disabled clients. The new hire
induction training includes information related
to this type of employment, too. They always
discuss disability issues on management
trainings. To win the Disability-friendly
Workplace Award their commitment was to
support the education of one of their colleagues
with disabilities and this commitment was
fulfilled. The employee started a course at
Dunaújvárosi Szakképzési Centrum Szabolcs
Vezér Gimnáziuma és Szakgimnáziuma in 2018.
They even support this colleague by providing
flexible work time possibilities through HR. The
organization is open to accept job applications
from people with changed working capacity,
in the following period they would like to hire
The building of Pusztaszabolcsi Agrár Zrt.
4 more people.

contact person
Mónika Végh – Administrative and HR assistant
ber@pagrar.hu • Szabolcs puszta, 2490 Pusztaszabolcs
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Szerencsejáték Zrt.
Golden c ategory in Development and c areer management

At the award ceremony in 2018,
Sándor Kisfaludy, their employee working
in Sopron, received the Role Model Award.

A group photo at one of the trainings

Szerencsejáték Zrt. is the largest, 100% state-owned gambling service provider in Hungary. In 2016 the
company made 14 commitments which they fulfilled completely. The measures affected all levels of HR
processes, from recruitment and retention through accessibility to performance evaluation and externalinternal communication, as well. In the last two years, they widened the spectrum of tools used during
recruitment and selection of personnel, and through various types of trainings they developed the commercial
culture, assessed the digital maturity of employees and strengthened the inclusive attitude towards people
with disabilities. They hired two people with hearing impairment. At the lottery shops accessible solutions
were introduced taking into consideration the individual differences of employees with physical impairment.
They have also put a lot of effort in infocommunicational and software accessibility and made it possible
for every colleague to take part in company events. They regulary communicate about their commitment
to employ people with changed working capacity, they even share their best practices on international
level. The strategic approach of the company is well reflected by the fact that they try to prepare all their
colleagues for the future trends and changes from offline to online commercial activity. If needed, they will
also modify the system accordingly. Their aim is to employ visually impaired people, too, in the near future.
Their colleague, Sándor Kisfaludy received a Role Model award at the award ceremony in December 2018.

contact person
Imre Rosner – Caritative teamleader
rosner.imre@szerencsejatek.hu • 30-32 Csalogány Str., 1015 Budapest
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Trenkwalder Personnel Consulting Ltd.
Bronze c ategory

During work in the warehouse

Trenkwalder colleagues at the
award ceremony on 3 December 2018

Trenkwalder is an HR service provider, having more than 20 years´ of experience in the field. In 2015 the
company established a rehabilitation division, specialized for the recruitment and selection of people with
changed working capacity. At the time of our monitoring, they employed 124 people with altered work
capacity, exceeding their short-term commitment by 5 people. Trenkwalder has 15 trained rehabilitation
coordinators, whose task is to recruit and select employees with changed working capacity and to ensure
equal opportunities at the Trenkwalder offices. The company continuously organizes attitude trainings
and information sharing sessions in disability topics at all levels of the organization. New hire induction
trainings also include the introduction of the rehabilitation division. They have recently assessed the
physical and infocommunicational accessibility of the Trenkwalder offices and investigated the future
possibilities. In the following period they would like to focus more on the accessibility of the offices.
A so-called Equal Opportunities Team was also established, represented by all organizational units and
their main task was to create an Equal opportunities plan. In the future, they plan to hire 10 people with
changed working capacity on an annual basis and provide them with information about the rehabilitation
employment model, the related guidelines and documents. In the following two years they would like to
prepare a booklet on the advantages of the employment of people with changed working capacity. Their
plans also include the introduction of rehabilitation trainings to all employees, as part of the new hire
orientation and refresher trainings.
contact person
Lajos Balog – Rehabilitation division manager
l.balog@trenkwalder.com • 22-24 Váci Rd., 1132 Budapest
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Hungarian Railways Health Care Services
Non-profit Limited Liability Company
Silver c ategory

The company provides health services all over the
country. Being a health service provider, they have
shown openness towards disabled clients right
from the beginning. The measures realized within
the framework of the Disability-friendly Workplace
program aimed at the increase of the number of
disabled employees, their successful integration, the
accessibility of the building and the attitude change
of the colleagues. Considering their employment
model, the organization is unique as they provide
personalized support to their employees. They give
work possibility to an employee, for example, who
needs personal assistance during the day, which is a
rare example in Hungary. In the past two years several
accessibility initiatives were born: an accessible
elevator was built in one of the buildings, while a
ramp was built in another one. Accessible parking
lots can now also be found there. They organized
teambuilding events to strengthen the relationship
between colleagues, and all these events took place in
accessible venues. The company in the future would
like to further continue the accessibility work. They
have added the employment of one more disabled
person, the organization of teambuilding events and
management attitude trainings to their to-do list for
the following two years.
Their colleague, Erika Hruskó received a Role Model
award at the award ceremony in December 2018.

The directing manager and the „Role Model” receives
the Disability-friendly Workplace Award (silver category)

Accessible parking lot in Harkány

contact person
Krisztina Hegedűs – Data protection officer, manager assistant
hegedusk@vasuteu.hu • 109 Podmaniczky Str., 1062 Budapest
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